Coaching Philosophy
of FUN!
Our goal at Bentonville Parks and Recreation Soccer is
to develop a love of the game by bringing the best
soccer experiences to players through participation,
skill development, sportsmanship, and FUN!



Create a fun environment using sports as a tool to teach positive life
lessons



Focus on the overall growth of each player more than the wins/losses



Help players gain confidence in their abilities



Teach players fundamentals



Instill the love of the game



Remember it’s a game…. HAVE FUN!

Player Development
For recreational players, our priorities are…


Players enjoy game-like activities more than “drills”



Players learn from “doing”



The game is the best teacher



Avoid the 3 L’s – No Lines, Laps, or Lectures



Fitness –teach gross motor skills and movement patterns through activities and games



Technique –emphasize a full range of fundamental skill development



Tactics –teach players to make decisions on their own, team tactics, good training habits, with the
freedom to discover creative ways to solve challenges the game presents



MAKE IT FUN!

Coaching Style


Create a positive side-line environment



Be cheerful, encouraging and HAVE FUN!



Coaches lead, direct, and provide opportunities for success



Be thoughtful, patient, and respectful of all players,
parents, coaches, fans and referees

Risk Management
Our primary responsibility as coaches is for the safety of
our players…


Check players for proper equipment (require shin guards, proper footwear,
no jewelry!)



Give adequate rest/water breaks



Brief players on the rules of the game prior to play



Always inspect your environment before training or games



Check for dangers from the field or equipment

Safety
When assessing an injury…


Put players first over game – stop the game to tend to injury



Coach is first to the player, if needed parent will be waved in



Avoid panic; inspire confidence and reassure the player



Always err on the side of caution



Avoid moving the player if potential injury to back or neck (spinal
column injuries)



Use common sense and seek professional help

Bentonville Parks and Recreation Soccer
HAVE FUN!

